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Ds video apple tv app

For my video library, I usually have 2 versions of the same movie to facilitate outflows from home/download / for Apple devices. One of my family members owns Apple TV and can't select a version of the file that will work for it. Although there are files that work, it tries to play that is not supported and then
fails. Is there a way to select a file or not possible? For example, on iPad and Android, Video DS prompts you to select the files you want when selecting a movie if there is more than one. 2 12 Developer's comments, Synology Inc., have stated that the app's privacy practices may include the handling of
data as described below. For more information, see the developer's privacy policy. The following data may be collected but it is not linked to your identity: Privacy practices may vary based on, for example, features you use or your age. Learn More of these apps are only available on the App Store for
iPhone, iPad, and Apple TV. **You must have NAS Synology to run this app, and run the latest Video Station 2.3.0 to get a complete set of features**Use DS videos to stream your video collection on your DiskStation from your iOS mobile device. Browsing is simplified because your videos are sorted in
different libraries, and each movie has information taken online automatically. And if you've been installed in the dongle DTV to your DiskStation, you'll also be able to record TV programs, as well as view TV programs to manage recording schedules even when moving. Find all the detailed features about
the app on our website:www.synology.com &gt; NAS &gt; DSM 6.0 &gt; Apps &gt; Mobile Apps &gt; Software Specs Sep 4, 2019 Version 3.4.3 Fixed issues where there might be problems downloading MP4 files This app works for me until the last update. Now, when watching a video on my iPad, while
on the same network as THE NAS itself, it opens the DS File and plays it through the app. Plus, 99% of the time, it opened the video 1 second before the end, playing that 1 second, then returned me to DS Video. So I need to take advantage of the video progress bar within one second to scrapp to a
different location and can have more time to get to the beginning. Synology, please correct the huge and quail annoyance immediately. Once you're familiar with some of these quirks is a good and functional app. Simple is good, it is, and I hope it stays like that. Navigating your library isn't very intuitive at
first but you'll figure it out. If you're a Synology guy can add a repeat video/loop option as you have in the mobile and browser-based apps that will make my day up for Oh, and when you use the search function in 'all the videos' you can swipe to the second video in search results (why not the first one? I
don't know) but swiping left or right just appears you go back to the search bar and makes the feature basically useless unless you're lucky and one in search results happens to be the one you want to watch. It would be nice to be real if that got fixed. Thanks for the good work, guys. I use this app on
Ruko, but every time they update it breaks. So I bought 2 Apple TV and installed the app. It was running perfectly from scratch. I have all my videos on NAS Synology in mkv packages to avoid wearing and tear. The app uses hardware transcoders in DS916+. The quality sounds very good because it's
going through the video to my equipment. Pictures are screening the disc itself. Since hardware transcoders are used cpu are not running. I am really satisfied with the application and nas. The developer, Synology Inc., indicates that app privacy practices may include the handling of data as described
below. For more information, see the developer's privacy policy. The following data may be collected but it is not linked to your identity: Privacy practices may vary, for example, based on features you use or your age. Learn More Este App Support Privacy Policy app está disponível apenas na App Store
para iPhone, Apple TV ePad. **You must have NAS Synology to run this app, and run the latest Video Station 2.3.0 to get a complete set of features**Use DS videos to stream your video collection on your DiskStation from your iOS mobile device. Browsing is simplified because your videos are sorted in
different libraries, and each movie has information taken online automatically. And if you've been installed in the dongle DTV to your DiskStation, you'll also be able to record TV programs, as well as view TV programs to manage recording schedules even when moving. Find all the detailed features about
the app on our website:www.synology.com &gt; NAS &gt; DSM 6.0 &gt; Apps &gt; Mobile Applications &gt; Specs Software Fixes issues where there may be problems downloading MP4 Olá seu app é bomb mas apesar de poder visualizar não conseguimos baixar arquivos .mkv para assist for da O
desenvolvedor, Synology Inc., indicou que as práticas de privacidade performs podem incluir applications o manuseio de dados adhering to abaixo descrito. The mais informações, negotiating with the política de privacidade doing desenvolvedor. Os seguintes dados podem ser coletados, mas não estão
vinculados à sua identidade: As práticas de privacidade podem variar, por exemplo, base nos recursos que voc usa ou naa idade. Saiba mais Suporte app Política de privacidade DS Video is an app for iOS, iPadOS, TVOS and Android that will allow you to access video content stored on Video Station,
and display them on your smartphone, tablet and television. So in this video we will see you install and configure the Synology Video DS app to Apple TV. Note: In order for DS videos to work, you must configure Video Stations on your Synology NAS. Also it is a good idea to give your video files the
correct file name to ensure that the NAS can display information on the landing page for each of your videos. Links to content related to Video Station setup on NAS Synology are as follows. Related Content: ◽ How to set up Synology NAS Part 25: Install and Configure Video Station ◽ Synology NAS
Quick tips – Introduction to use Quick video station reference notes: Install DS Video to your Apple TVOpen DS Video to display sign-in to your Synology NAS screen When prompted to enter your IP/QuickConn ID address. It's easier to use your NAS IP address. Select NextEnter Account details for users
with access to DS Video Notes: Don't use your administrator credentials to sign in to the DS Video app. On the other hand it is better to create a new account on your NAS that is used exclusively for DS Videos. Select LogInSelect SettingsUnder View Settings turn on both the Show Viewed Ratio and
Mark Unattended Video Settings turn off Auto Download Subtitles test select Home Page and try and watch a piece of Content Note: You'll find that videos with large file sizes will take longer before they start playing. We suspect that the delay is related to Apple TV and DS Video instead of your NAS. If
your Apple TV is connected to your home network via a network cable. We found that by using WiFi instead of a network cable, we reduced some delays. Also in the test we found that by installing video DS to Amazon Fire TV Stick. Amazon Fire TV doesn't showcase the same delays as Apple TV.
Reference material: Synological Support - Videos Support Article DS - Video/TV Station Support Community / Apple TV Hardware Questions: Q: Apple TV 4K I worked the DS Video app before the most recent update. DS Video works perfectly on Apple TV HD still with updates. I can no longer pause
showing on 4K I can't go back from the selection of shows/movies. I need to stop the ATV to get out of it. Other apps are fine. Only Synology DS Videos doesn't work on version 4K. Any way to go back to the previous version on my Apple TV 4K? Apple TV 4K, TVOS 14 Posted on Nov 21, 2020 6:23 PM
My answers have this question too (94) I have this question too I too (94) I also Answered: A: Answer: A: Developers realize, they have released the beta version of the updated app. Install TestFlight to AppleTV and iPhone, approved the installation of the test version of DS Video on the iPhone here then
get the test version of the Video DS installed on AppleTV via the TestFlight app. Some details: DS Video will be updated on the app store - installing a public release from there. Posted on Dec 12, 2020 1:05 AM Nov 29, 2020 12:32 PM in response to vazandrew In response to the Same vazandrew issue
here !annoying. The funny thing is I bought 4k apple TV for my father a few days ago to make his life easier with his retirement, guess what? If he watches in DS movies, he can't go to the toilet or smoke! He can pause but cannot reconnect or go forward or backwards. Lol. So impressed with my dad. The
only solution that fixes the problem with it, I subscribed with Plex for years a lifetime ago, so I used it, a little slower if it wasn't connected through an ethernet cable, it did the job though. This is the only thing that works well for now. Nov 29, 2020 12:32 PM Page Content loaded Nov 22, 2020 2:07 AM in
response to Jens24 In response to Jens24 I have the same issue but on Appletv HD I might issue with the synology app Nov 22, 2020 2:07 AM Thread Answer Helps – more options Nov 22, 2020 8:10 AM in response to Jens24 In response to Jens24 I have the same issue. Cant pauses or quickly
forward, and when I try to get back out of the options it closes the app. Still haven't found repairs. Nov 22, 2020 8:10 AM Thread Answers Help - more options Nov 22, 2020 9:08 AM in response to cosmo418 In response to cosmo418 If it is an application issue, which it sounds like it is, then it's not
something consumers can fix and rather something that developers need Nov 22, 2020 9:08 AM Help thread Answers – more options Nov 29 , 2020 12:32 PM in response to vazandrew In response to the same vazandrew issue here !annoying. The funny thing is I bought 4k apple TV for my father a few
days ago to make his life easier with his retirement, guess what? If he watches a movie in a DS movie, he can't go to the toilet or smoke! He can pause but cannot reconnect or go forward or backwards. Lol. So impressed with my dad. The only solution that fixes the problem with it, I subscribed with Plex
for years a lifetime ago, so I used it, a little slower if it wasn't connected through an ethernet cable, it did the job though. This is the only thing that works well for now. Nov 29, 2020 12:32 PM Helpful Answers (2) Thread replies – more options 5 Dec, 2020 11:06 AM in response to Afaai In response to Afaai
Hello,Otherwise, you have a VLC that is an independent software, and supports many formats Dec 5, 2020 11:06 AM Help Answers (1) Thread replies – more options 12 Dec, 2020 1:05 AM in response to Jens24 In response to Developer Jens24 conscious , they have released beta versions of the
updated applications. Install TestFlight to AppleTV and iPhone, approve the installation of the Test version of DS Video on iPhone here then get the test version of the Video DS installed on AppleTV via the TestFlight app. Some details: DS Video ll be updated on the app store - installing the final public
release from there. Dec 12, 2020 1:05 AM Help Answers (1) Thread Answers – more options 28 Dec, 2020 4:15 PM in response to Jens24 In response to Jens24 This seems to have been set! Dec 28, 2020 4:15 PM Useful Thread Answers – more User Profile options for users: Jens24 Questions: Q: DS
Video application problems only at 4K Apple TV. Any Help? Help? Help?
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